INSTALLATION:
1. Open mounting bracket by removing black set screw.
2. Install mounting bracket around pole. Squeeze bracket tightly onto pole and reinstall black set screw.
3. Aim fixtures to desired direction.
4. Connect 10 foot 18/2 lead wire from fixture to power supply as outlined in drawings below.
5. Turn on power and check for proper operation.

LIGHT BULB REPLACEMENT:
1. Loosen thumb screw on bottom side of cap.
2. Hold body and cap with each hand. Rotate and pull to separate.
3. Pull MR8 light bulb straight out of socket and install new lamp.
   **CAUTION: Do not exceed maximum wattage of 20w per fixture**
4. Re-install cap onto body by rotating cap in a circular motion while sliding cap into body. DO NOT push cap straight into body to prevent O-ring from slipping out of its groove.
5. Tighten thumb screw when assembled.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS:
Only clean fixture with water and soft cloth.

HARDWIRE TO 12v LANDSCAPE LIGHTING SYSTEM
Using Focus Quick Connector (FA-05, sold separately) or UL approved gel filled wire nuts, connect 18/2 lead wire from fixture to main cable from transformer.

HARDWIRE TO 120v PLUG IN TRANSFORMER
Using UL approved gel filled wire nuts, connect 18/2 lead wire from fixture to 18/2 wire from Plug In Transformer (PI-12-75, sold separately).

PORTABLE 12V BATTERY (LED ONLY)
Connect 18/2 lead wire from fixture to Portable Battery (WB-12, sold separately). Use only with MR8 LEDs for 12+ hours of operation on fully charged battery. Battery charger WM-CHARGER sold separately.

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTION TO REDUCE THE RISK OF FIRE AND INJURY TO PERSONS:
- Light bulb gets hot quickly; turn off, unplug/disconnect and allow to cool down before replacing.
- DO NOT touch hot lens, guard or enclosure.
- DO NOT look directly into light bulb when on.
- Keep fixture away from materials that may burn.
- Only use light bulb model marked on fixture warning label.
- DO NOT exceed maximum wattage marked on fixture warning label.
- DO NOT operate fixture with missing/damaged cap or lens.